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Code vein richard side quest

Richard is npc and quest woven into the code vein. Ignoring the danger he puts himself in, he still wanders to different locations where the problem follows him. NPCs are individual characters encountered during the game that may or may not provide benefits. Location of Richard Richard Quests First
Request: Where Is My Sleeping Bag? Location: Hills of Deception - Richard's Howl Pit can be tackled for the first time in the hills of The Cheating Mistle in the Howl Pit after you've cleared and beaten the boss of that position, talk to him and ask you to find his sleeping bag. The object can be found near
it, just head north of the map. Take the ramp with a lever that leads down to the pits, then head straight to the next ramp where you will find the item, 1x Threadbare Sleeping Bag. Return to Richard as soon as you have the item, deliver it and you will be rewarded with 1x Loss Shard (L). Second Request:
Troublemaker Location: Ridge of Frozen Souls Entrance - Ridge of Frozen Souls For the second request, players must clear the ridge of frozen place souls and have completed Richard's first request. To find him, travel to the ridge of the frozen souls Entrance Mistle. If you remember the path you took
where you found the Fionn Vestige Part B and also that unlocked the shortcut of the mistle entrance, head to the top and drop down on the platforms until you get to the bottom, you'll find Richard standing by the corner. Talk to him and he will ask you to kill a Lost who seems to be causing problems for
him, your map will automatically show the position of the enemy with a red pointer. Follow it, kill the enemy and then report to Richard - you will be rewarded with 1x Concentrated Loss Shard (M) and 1x Regen Inductor. Third Request: More Problems Location: Natural Cave Depths - Destroyed City
Underground Application #3 for Richard can be obtained if you have cleared and completed the damaged city underground and have completed his first two requests. Just teleport to the Natural Cave Depths Mistle of the ruined metro city and you will see him on the path ahead, talk to him and he will ask
you to kill another enemy that is causing him problems. Similar to the second request, the enemy's location will be marked on the map, follow it, kill it, then report back to Richard – it will give you 1x Concentrated Loss Shard (M) for his help. Fourth request: A haven for revenants location: Natural Cave
Depths - Destroyed City Underground For Richard's last request, you must complete the Crypt Spire location, the requests of the Self-Important Revenant, and Richard's first three requests. Once you've completed it, teleport to Mistle's Natural Depths Cave Metro City and you'll see him on the path
ahead, just talk to him and you'll complete the search - he'll reward you with 1x Clean Blood and 1x Map: Rocky Ruins. If Richard isn't there yet, try talking to self-important Revenant again at The Poisonous Butterfly Nest. Richard Richard and Tips Players need to clear the posts listed first for Richard to
appear Recommended to complete the search of the Self-Important Revenant first before the searches of Richard Some NPCs require you to leave the post, review, then talk to them to get the next request I've read that I need to finish Richard and the other revenant's sidequests to get the next map
depths But I finished searching the redhead and not I can find Richard anywhere. I don't know if the game is bugged, or if I've missed the chance to finish its quest completely. In Code Vein, the revansists will start showing up as soon as you're done with Miasma. These revenants are going to require your
help with their various searches that they are unable to complete. Each character will have a set of side searches that are to be completed for them if you want 100% completion of the Vein Code. Below is a list that includes the characters and their side searches. Code Vein Side Quests The side quests
offered by these characters are quite simple and easy to complete, nevertheless, in case you may miss out on one we've compiled this list for you. Daryl Side Quests Request 1: Dilapidated City Center - Parking Garage You need to go to Daryl and interact with him to know his request. You'll find him
near the hole that leads to the pit pits. Once you interact with him, you'll know that Daryl's friends have disappeared and he needs your help with collecting their dog tags. You are going to set your way to the howl Pits Entrance mistle where you are going to find the Ash Covered Dog Tag near the runway
that leads you to the pits. Now, go back to Darryl to complete the collateral search. Application 2: Howl Pit - Howl Pit Entrance When you reach the Howl Pit Entrance mistle, you will have this day to interact with Daryl who is going to ask you to take him to his friend's Dog Tag. You have to find the path to
the red lost and defeat the enemy. You are going to get the dog tag that you need to get daryl in order to complete the search. Request 3: Howl Pit - Howl Pit Entry This time, Daryl is going to ask you to beat the Lost in order to get him a collection. You have to teleport to the halls of cheating mistle and
beat Lost. Once you beat him, you have to teleport back to Daryl at the entrance and give him the object to complete the search. Self-Important Revenant Side Quest Request 1: Dilapidated city center - garage after you've completed the entire damaged downtown area, go to the mistle garage. He's going
to ask you to defeat one of the Losers in the Ruins of the Park. it turns out to be an obstacle for him. You'll travel to Ruins Park to defeat her, and after you defeat her, you'll return to the Garage. Tell the Self-Important Revenant about this and you'll complete your search. Application 2: Dried-Up Trenches
- Rotten Inner Ship When Interacting With Self-Important Revenant Revenant He'll tell you about the blood source he's looking for. Once you offer him to check the location he is going to give you the map cliffs of rest. Since this is a Depths site, you need to go to Davis to access the site. Go to the site, kill
the monster, clear the area and inform him about it in order to complete the search. Application 3: Dilapidated City Center - Poisonous Butterfly Nest You are going to meet Self-Important Revenant at The Poisonous Butterfly Nest, where you are going to be told to request an activated mistle. You need to
travel to the Memories of Mistle Area Installation Survey and look for an area to your east that has people. You'll find Agent Mistle to Silva's left and give it to the Self-Important Revenant to complete the search. Shang Side Quest Request 1: Destroyed City Underground – Outer Crossroads After
interacting with Shang, he's going to tell you about the item he wants to recover called Peculiar Material. He's going to give you the location of Det, the Den of Darkness, for which you're going to have to go to Davis at the base. Once you have access to the site, go there and search for the item on the east
side. Once you get a hold of it, go to Shang and deliver it to him to complete the search. Application 2: Dilapidated City Underground - External Crossroads Exit the area after completing the first request and when you return here again, Shang is going to tell you to be followed by the Lost. After that, you
will have to fight a number of enemies and after defeating them, you will have to complete the search. Application 3: Ruined City Underground - Outer Crossroads After the defeat of the cathedral of the boss Holy Blood, return and interact with Shang. He'll give you a depth map for the Swirling Flood. Go
to the original base to talk to Davis and access the site. Go and get the unique material and then head back to Shang and give it to complete the search. Application 4: Destroyed City Underground - Outer Crossroads After defeating the ridge of frozen boss souls, and interacting with Shang. He'll give you
a depth map for Silent White. Go to the original base to talk to Davis and access the site. Go and get the rare material and then head back to Shang and give it to complete the search. Richard Side Quest Request 1: Howl Pits - Halls of Deception Return to the halls of mission Cheating after defeating the
boss and talk to Richard. He'll tell you about his sleeping bag in the area. You'll find it near the burn barrel. Give it to Richard to complete. your search. Request 2: Ridge of Frozen Souls - Ridge of Frozen Souls Entrance Take the path from the fog as you see on the map. Go west and walk until you get
around the vehicle and then fall down platform to platform until you get to the bottom. Look to your right and you'll see Richard standing there. He'll tell you. Say. A monster. You'll find him close to Richard. Just go and defeat him and then go back to Richard to complete the search. Application 3: Ruined
City Underground – Richard's Natural Cave Depths request is going to be the same again where he will ask you to defeat the monster. Go straight ahead and you'll find the monster. Defeat him and return to Richard to complete the search. Request 4: Ruined City Underground - Natural Cave Depths For



this request, you must complete the requests of the Self-Important Revenant first. After that, you have to come to the same location as request 3 to meet Richard and he's going to deliver you the depth map – Rocky Ruins. Sophie Side Quest Request 1: Cathedral of the Holy Blood - Cathedral Front After
the defeat of the boss of the cathedral of the Holy Blood, go out to find Sophie there. After interacting with her, head to the chest crypt to find the Rib-Touched Spike key element on the ground near the fog. Go and give it to Sophie to complete the search. Request 2: Ridge of Frozen Souls - Crypt of
Breath You will have the honor to find Sophie near the entrance of the Crypt of Breath after the defeat of the boss. He's going to ask you for a trace of the successor you defeated. Go inside and get it from the Crown Prince. Go and give it to Sophie to complete the search. Request 3: City of Flame Fall -
City of Flame Fall Entrance Speak with Sophie at Ashen Caves, in the City of Flame Fall. It will inform you that you are not able to find on the trail of the successor in this area, so you will have to return to back alley mistle. This is where you're going to talk to the boss who's going to give you the item. Take
it to Sophie to complete the search. Gustav Side Quest Request 1: Dried-Up Trenches - Dried-Up Entrance Trenches After you've killed the boss, enter the Dried-Up Trenches to interact with Gustav at the entrance. He will ask you for a document that is evidence to prove silva's policies wrong. You have
to head to the dilapidated city centre - mistle parking garage and go upstairs to the third floor in order to retrieve the evidence, citizens' views. Go and give it to Gustav to complete the side search. Request 2: Cathedral of the Holy Blood - Outlook Tower Go to the Outlook Tower in order to interact with
Gustav and take the stairs. Take left and you'll find the damage report here. Go back and give it to Gustav to complete the side search. Application 3: Ridge of Frozen Souls - Gustav Site Observatory will ask us to retrieve another item about him from the Observatory Site. Head straight and to your right,
you are going to face an enemy. Defeat him and get the item, Project. Go and give it to Gustav to complete the side search. Application 4: Ashen Cave - Accumulator Ruins You've been going to find Gustav near the Mistle Ruins Accumulator. After your interaction with him, you will get the depth map for
the Arachnid Arachnids Go to Davis headquarters to access the site and go defeat the monster in the Red Cross. Go back to Gustav to let him know about it and complete the side search. Matthew Side Quest Request 1: Dilapidated city centre - city entrance ruins You've got the going to find Matthew at
the entrance to the dilapidated city centre. You have to interact with him and he will ask you to defeat a monster with an axe. After you beat him, go and let Matthew complete the search. Request 2: Dilapidated city center - parking garage this time you are going to find Matthew in the parking garage
above the stairs. Near the garage stairwell, you'll find the Battered Weapon. Retrieve it and take it to Matthew to complete the search. Application 3: Howl Pits - Bottomless Shore You'll find Matthew near the burn barrel. He's going to ask you to fight the Losers. Defeat the Losers and return to it to
complete the search. Application 4: Crown of Sand - Crown of Sand Entrance You're going to find him near the Crown of Sand Mistle Entrance. He's going to ask you to defeat a loser in the ruined city. Defeat the Losers and return to it to complete the search. These are all the characters and their side
quests that we have yet to discover. Completing each search will reward you with an object or map of some kind that may be useful to you! You!
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